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Publishing a thematic issue of a geography journal on Iran in the second half of the 2010s is both a fascinating endeavor and a challenge. Over the past few years, the Islamic Republic of Iran has been the focus of much attention. H. Rohani’s election for President in 2013 brought the moderates back into power after two mandates with conservative M. Ahmadinejad. The reopening of multilateral negotiations on Iran’s infamous nuclear program was interpreted as a thaw in US-Iran relations, leading up to the Geneva agreement in 2015 which arranged for a gradual lift of international economic and diplomatic sanctions against the country.

International sanctions: an key factor for Iran’s social barometer

These sanctions are of course an essential factor for whoever investigates Iran’s society and human geography. Initiated in the wake of the 1979 revolutions, these international sanctions were in turn attenuated and reinforced. However, their constant presence, in particular during the 1980s and the 2010s when they were at their most drastic, has had a continued influence on all aspects of economic, social and everyday life (Coville, 2000). Their considerable toughening in the mid-2000s has aggravated the country’s isolation, as many Western businesses that contributed to entire sectors of activities left the country, and international trade, both import and export, collapsed. As the country was excluded from SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, the inter-banking system that facilitates international payments), the Islamic Republic found itself in a difficult situation for the payment of international transactions as well as for its monetary policy. International economic sanctions contributed to aggravating inequalities: although the poverty rate has dropped continually since the early 1980s, the income gap between classes has grown (Salehi-isfahani, 2017).
As for diplomatic sanctions, they dramatically limited the possibility for Iranians to travel outside of Iran. Visa policies were toughened by many countries, at a time when trade relies more than ever on foreign travel (Moghadam et Weber, 2015; Mohabbat-Kar, 2015). The country’s transnational dimension is essential to understand contemporary Iran: a reminder that international mobility to and from Iran – including by the group traditionally referred to as the Iranian “diaspora”, although this group is very vaguely and kaleidoscopically defined – plays an important part in Iranian society. A significant share of the researchers who work on Iran have done at least one study trip abroad, considering the share of Iranians in international student and young graduate mobility (Naficy, 1993; Colby, Friedlander and Kelley, 1993; Adelkhah, 2001; Moghadam, 2016). As is always the case in situations of embargo, alternative circulation channels have been maintained or developed with countries that did not side clearly with the USA and its allies. Circulation flows were reconfigured towards new destinations and informal channels developed. These alternative channels of communication with the world can be observed both in the upper and lower classes, in the formal and informal sectors, involving countries as diverse as China and Malaysia as well as bordering countries such as Turkey or the United Arab Emirates.

The announcement of the lift of the sanctions after 2016 raised a lot of interest in many countries’ business and cooperation spheres. A wave of publications – both academic and for the wider public – emerged, describing current affairs in Iran and documenting in particular recent transformations in the social, economic and political spheres, in a country considered a regional power and located between the Middle East and Central Asia (Djalili and Kellner, 2016). This perspective opened up potential for development through direct foreign investment and tourism. International tourism began to grow again, and many businesses that had left the country began to return and reactivate joint-ventures that had been interrupted by the reinforcement of sanctions. However, after the election of D. Trump in 2017, the USA administration’s toughening towards Iran slowed down the lift of sectorial sanctions, and the USA backed out of its commitments in May 2018. In this context, the Iranian population is kept waiting, and suffers from the economic asphyxia caused by this turnaround. The reactivation by Donald Trump of G.W. Bush’s simplistic arguments in an even more caricatural mode has forced the Iranian authorities and part of the country’s public opinion to promote discourses of increased defiance towards the USA and their partners, and to reactivate a form of nationalism that had dwindled in recent years. This does not take away from the fact that for most Iranians, opening up to the rest of the world and being able to travel and trade freely remains a crucial but hard to implement necessity.

The call for contributions for this issue, launched in 2015-2016, stemmed from our assumption that the scheduled lift of sanctions would go along with a revival of social science research on the new faces of Iranian society, the emergence of new economic activities (tourism, trade, entrepreneurship) and the emergence of new players and ideas involved in ongoing spatial transformations, in both rural and urban spaces. Many changes were initiated in Iranian society and economy in the last decade or earlier (Coville, 2007), challenging preconceptions on this country (Adelkhah, 2013). The most common hypothesis at the time was that the lift of the sanctions would have multiple effects on every scale in terms of spatial reconfiguration, land ownership, construction, large urban projects and infrastructure, business and tourism. But unfortunately, to this day, the lift of the sanctions still remains to be completed and challenges are still present.
The geographies of Iran. From area studies to cross-disciplinary developments

This thematic issue aims to focus on the geographic dimension of studies on contemporary Iran. Geography has so far been a neglected area in the various academic traditions that form part of the vast cross-disciplinary field of area studies referred to as “Iranian studies”, structured by academic congresses and associations, editorial collections and specialized journals such as *Studia iranica* or *Iranian Studies* (Hourcade et Richard, 1993). In this very international field (which is active in Iran as well as in the English-language, French and German academic worlds), which has a strong rooting in Persian language and civilization studies, some disciplines are well represented, such as history and historical geopolitics (Digard, Hourcade and Richard, 2007 [1996]), anthropology (Digard, 1981; 1988; Bromberger, 1998), political anthropology in particular on Shiism (Richard, 1980; Mervin, 2007), economics (Coville, 2000), as well as archaeology (Mousavi and Naseri-Moghaddam, 2009), art history and linguistics.

A cross-disciplinary field such as international relations has of course had a certain predilection for this country, which is located at the heart of what was referred to as the “Middle Eastern chessboard” or the “Grand Jeu” in the early twentieth century, and has undergone constant evolutions, in particular in the context of the oil trade (Djalili, 2005; Giblin, 2018). It is a fact that the revolution experienced by this country has had a major impact on world history. This revolution remains one of the few that established a lasting post-revolutionary situation (almost four decades) and led to the implementation of social policies independently from the theocratic dimension (Harris, 2017). In addition, Iran went through a war that remains the longest in the twentieth century. To this day, Iran is tying and untying potential alliances, whether those are new or reactivated, in an increasingly multi-centric world. Iran is trying to assert itself as a regional power, against competing countries like Turkey or Saudi Arabia, and great powers like the USA and Russia, which all are all contributing in this new century to reactivating the “Grand Jeu” of the Middle East.

Finally, few geographers have studied Iran, and there are few monographs on the country’s general or regional geography (Kiyâni Haftlang, 2003). Physical geography and more generally geophysics have documented the question of natural hazards, including chiefly seismic hazards. In France, Bernard Hourcade produced original analyses, in particular on urban growth, as well as a notable contribution to mapping studies with two definitive atlases of the whole country and the capital Tehran (Hourcade, 1998; 2003; Habibi and Hourcade, 2005).

Just like many other disciplines in social science since the dissemination of postmodern critique, geography is increasingly structured by cross-disciplinary fields. In this context, we must take into consideration the recent revival of migration studies and urban studies, which combine geography with urban geography, urban anthropology, cultural studies and political economics (Moghadari, 2015; Moghadam, 2013; Malek, 2015).

With this recent renewal of urban and migration studies, in diverse institutional contexts and in more or less academic research environments, with various degrees of connection with independent researchers or artists, scholarship on Iran has integrated the contribution of these new thematic (new objects of studies) and theoretical (new...
The interviews presented in the other sections of this issue attempt to provide an overview of the richness of cross-disciplinary approaches on Iranian society and urban production, which do not necessarily come from the academic world. On the articulation between anthropology and political economy, writings such as Fariba Adelkhah’s (2012) on Iranians travelling abroad have contributed to reinventing the anthropology of mobility, exploring the interpretation of the idea of nation in depth based on the case of Iran. This work forms part of a broader movement in social science, which goes beyond methodological nationalism and focuses on the transnational dimension of the formation of national and territorial identity (Kashani-Sabet, 1999; Keddie and Matthee, 2002; Amanat and Veidani, 2012; Stone, 2014; Chehabi, Jafari and Jofroudi, 2015).

This question of the “imagined community”, to quote B. Anderson, is tackled by Alice Bombardier, who explores the construction of Iran’s national and territorial identity through a little-studied but essential angle: her paper examines how the teaching of geography in school builds up a sense of national identity. By comparing school textbooks published between 1973 and 1992, she questions representations of geographic space, and in particular maps which are overrepresented in school iconographies. Bombardier shows how maps reveal the policies that aimed to construct an imagined community, rooted in the nation-State’s territory, to serve first the purposes of imperial ideology and later those of the cultural revolution and of patriotism – with respect to themes such as minorities and multilingualism, town-country relations, or new perceptions of the capital Tehran and of the rest of the world. These maps’ “insular” and “autaric” quality, strongly rooted in regional heritage and stereotypes, denotes an opposition to the monarchic past and to Western hegemony, as well as a non-Western vision of the world.

**State reform and neo-liberalization: focussing on practices**

Recent empirical studies are predominantly urban, and for the most part focused on the capital, Tehran. Examples include research projects that combine urban anthropology, architecture, urbanism and visual methodologies, bringing a fresh approach to topics such as transport, urban governance or participation in working-class neighborhoods (Saïdi-Sharouz and Habibi, 2010; Saïdi-Sharouz, 2013). In particular, several research projects were conducted on female experiences of public spaces, revealing original connections between feminism and public space (Adelkhah, 2000; Kian-Thiébaut, 2002 and 2010; Amir-Ebrahimi, 2009; Saïdi-Sharouz and Guérin-Pace, 2011; Direnberger, 2011).

Research projects continue to build up field studies on Iranian men and women’s spatial practices, including mobility or socio-cultural practices. By using practices as an entry point, these studies reveal multiple forms of adaptation and creativity in response to constraint and opportunity, depending on contexts and social groups – a phenomenon referred to by J.-F. Bayart (2010) as “the autonomy of the social”. The interface between the sociological and geographic dimensions of cultural practices and policies is particularly well represented (Sreberny and Torfeh, 2016). The geography of cultural practices is one of many indicators of the cross-scalar relations between Iran, its urban spaces and the rest of the world. Fields studied in this perspective include theatre and literature (Nanquette, 2017), the visual arts and the role of the avant-garde arts scene in
spatial transformations (Grigor, 2014; Bombardier, 2012), as well as cinema (Bagheri, 2012; Devictor, 2013). These studies document the creation of new norms that act as social markers of space, and as an inverted mirror for spaces of marginality and illegality – with examples including drugs (Ghiabi, 2018).

These norms can also apply to consumption and access to a certain lifestyle. Mina Saïdi-Sharouz’s study presented in this issue analyzes a specific transformation in Tehran: the geography of retail (in particular furniture and home decoration stores), as well as the production of commercial spaces (in the city center and the periphery) and residential spaces (purpose-built developments). Saïdi-Sharouz shows how the evolution of the Iranian households’ tastes, values and aspirations in terms of housing, furniture and decoration is inspired by the dissemination of marketing models and techniques through Turkish soap operas on television. These programs, which appear as a compromise between Westernization and tradition, are a cause for the extensive circulation of people and goods between the two countries.

These approaches share one common narrative which, contrary to assumption, is not so much an Iranian specificity as a particular variation of the global neoliberalization process: a combination of State reforms (de-centralization, autonomy of urban policies, public spending cuts, blurred boundaries between the public and private sectors) with a rise of interest and revenue in sub-contracting and local development projects, along with the growing role played by consumption and security in the management of space. In other words, Iran provides a very interesting variety of contemporary political economy (Harris, 2013; Khatam, 2015; Khatam and Keshavarzian, 2016; Vahabi and Coville, 2017).

Ronan des Vallières’ contribution to this issue is a perfect illustration of this phenomenon. Des Vallières looks at a paradox: the proliferation of malls and shopping centers in Tehran, and the non-viability of the great majority of them. These commercial spaces are disconnected from any commercial or entrepreneurial activity, and are essentially financial assets in a market that has been dominated by speculation for the past few decades. The strategies of private (promoters and investors) and public (departments of state, municipalities and planners) stakeholders are so closely interlinked, in particular in terms of taxation and tax exemptions, that we could talk of a “continuum” between para-public and para-private sectors, which came as a result of pseudo-privatization policies. This is a particularly eloquent illustration of the financialization of real estate, or of the urbanization of capital.

Poverty and vulnerability: residential mobility in city-country relations

Investigating the definition of the middle class in a country where this class is for the most part post-revolutionary can shed a new light on this very notion, as the post-revolutionary period brought about a mass democratization of access to education and higher education. There are few examples in world history of such a stable post-revolutionary situation, which facilitated the emergence of a large new middle class. Nevertheless, Iran’s post-revolutionary situation remains complex to sum up. First of all because, although poverty and illiteracy have considerably receded since the seventies, they are still present and visible in rural areas, peripheral provinces and poor
neighborhoods. This phenomenon is all the more striking and concerning that the most vulnerable fringes of the middle class, along with the poor, have been hardly hit by pauperization in the early 2000s.

In this context of real estate tension in urban areas, it is particularly interesting in the case of Iran to investigate the poorer neighborhoods, the social housing stock and how these are managed by public policies. The poor neo-urban populations who live in precarious conditions in the South and the periphery of Tehran form a social group whose mobilization has played a major political part during the revolution (Hourcade and Khosrokavar, 1983; Hourcade, 1997; Saïdi-Sharouz, 2013; Parsapajouh, 2016). In terms of mentalities, urban Iran and villages are characterized by distinct territorial value systems, although these differences have been blurred by rural exodus and urban sprawl.

In this issue, Amir Amiri presents a case study that confirms and brings a fresh perspective to these interactions between cities and country in Iran in the context of poverty. The rural exodus to large cities, in particular to Tehran, has indeed connected the country with urban resources, but it has also deprived the villages from their workforce. In parallel, A. Amiri shows that immigration – Iran is also a country of immigration, mostly from Afghanistan – does not only affect large cities. Based on his field work in villages of the North West of the country, A. Amiri shows that Afghani people find jobs in rural towns and contribute to reviving these areas, thus illustrating the complementarity between domestic and international migration.

The pauperization of the most vulnerable households is patently linked to the toughening of economic sanctions in the mid-2000s. It is also due to drastic cuts in public spending and to a particular form of neo-liberalization. As in many other countries, the domestic economic policy has slipped towards more flexibility, subcontracting and public service commissioning, and more generally towards a reduction of welfare state expenditure and benefits. Although this process has taken on a particular form, it can be seen as a neo-liberalization of the state – a phenomenon referred to by Harris (2013) as the “subcontractor state”. This context also explains the main trend in urban policies and large-scale redevelopment or construction projects which, as in other sectors, are delivered through partnerships between the public and the private sector (Khatam, 2015). This specific balance between the two illustrates what J.-F. Bayart (2010) described as a “Thermidorian situation”, characterized by a mix of private capitalism, State capitalism and “administrative resources”, combined with a unique intersection between the economic, administrative and military elites.

These elements of context explain why the study of Iran can provide original insights into notions that have been developed elsewhere and have considerably renewed the usual thematic approaches of social science; those include notions such as gentrification, urban activists, connections between research and artistic practice, etc. In particular, a significant correlation remains between political issues and city-making.
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